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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 65
 
Which two statements about Managed Bandwidth are true? (Choose two.) 
  

If the Managed Bandwidth field is blank for a location no Call Admission Control is done .A 
.ontiocat lhar tof 

B. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value. Session Manager keeps track of the 
bandwidth in use based on the calls coming out of and going to that specific location and 
denies new calls when the bandwidth in use reaches the limit. 
C. If the Managed Bandwidth field is blank for a location, the default Call Admission 
Control is done for that location. Session Manager keeps track of the bandwidth in use based 
on the  calls  coming out  of  and going to  that  specific  location and denies  new calls  when the  
bandwidth in use reaches the limit. 
D. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value. Session Manager keeps track of the 
bandwidth in use based on the calls coming out of and going to that specific location and 
drops old calls when the bandwidth in use reaches the limit.  
E. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value, Session Manager keeps track of the 
bandwidth in use based on the calls coming out of and going to that specific location and 
sends an alarm to an administrator when new calls reach the bandwidth the limit. 

B ,AAnswer: 

QUESTION: 66 
Which component of the Communication Profile can be changed by modifying a user via 
Communication profile editor? 

Communication Address .A 
B. Session Manager Profile 
C. Endpoint Profile 
D. Messaging Profile 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 67 
From which Session Manager Profile field would an administrator define the local server for 
failover from the core? 
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Primary Session Manager .A 
B. Secondary Session Manager 
C. Origination Application Sequence 
D. Termination Application Sequence 
E. Survivability Server 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 68
 
Which statement describes the purpose of Timer B?
 

.Timer B determines the maximum allowable call duration .A 
B. Timer B determines the length of time Session Manager allows a telephone to ring before 
canceling the call and routing it  elsewhere. 
C. Timer B determines the maximum time period between a dispatched request and the 
anticipated "200 OK". 
D. Timer B determines the period of time a Session Manager waits for a response before 
canceling the request and perhaps routes it elsewhere. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 69 
The Data Replication Service replicates data from the master database to local copies of the 
database on each Session Manager instance. It is important that the master and local 
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Run initDRS .A 

database are synchronized. How would an administrator check that the databases are 
synchronized?  

B. View the Session Manager Security Module status. 
C. Execute the 'Test Postgres database sanity' maintenance test 
D. Check the status of the Replica Group 

Answer: C 
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